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THE FUTURE OF AUTOMOTIVE INNOVATION

FUTURE AUTOMOBILES

The evolution of personal mobility…
Horse-drawn carriage

Internal combustion engine

Industrial automobiles

§ First form of vehicular
travel

§ 1886 - The birth of the
modern “automobile”

§ 1908 - The first mass
produced automobiles

§ Uses “horse power”

§ Self-powered vehicles fitted
with internal combustion
engines

§ More powerful and reliable
engines with transmissions

§ Abundant use of wood, and
little metals along with
leather
§ Furniture makers were a
big part of the supplier
chain

Source: Gao Feng Analysis

§ Early automobiles had to be
lightweight for the low
powered engines and were
still wood-built coaches

§ Assembly line,
Interchangeable parts,
beginning the use more
metals especially brass
throughout the car
§ Tire manufacturers were
born
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FUTURE AUTOMOBILES

…what will the future look like?
Future Personal Mobility Device
Golden era

Modern Automobile

§ Designed specifically for city-use
§ Lower driving speeds and V2V crash
avoidance technology reduce crash
protection requirements and enable
smaller and lighter vehicles made
primarily of lightweight composites
§ 1920-1970 Vehicles grew in
size and were more powerful
§ Fully enclosed cabins,
standardized controls, creature
comforts
§ Abundant use of metals and
innovation in features and
functions, initially focused on
mechanical and powertrain
systems

Source: Gao Feng Analysis

§ Engineered to optimize highway
driving speeds and occupant
safety – therefore overengineered for urban mobility
§ Initial deployment of alternate
power sources or “new energy
vehicles”
§ Occasional use of composite
materials and lightweight alloys
§ Early adoption of modern smart
devices and mobile connectivity
with IOV

Future Autonomous Cars?

?
§ What will power these vehicles?
§ Space-age materials and features?
§ How will vehicles be used?
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Connectivity is transforming the automobile
into an intelligent platform for a wide variety
of in-vehicle and external services
Connected Mobility
V2I: vehicle to
infrastructure – sensing
the road infrastructure,
e.g. traffic jams, red
lights, paying tolls, etc.

V2V: vehicle to vehicle increased safety as vehicles
can communicate with each
other and pass warning
messages on dangerous
situations such as wet roads
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V2E: vehicle to enterprise –
connect to all existing and
future ecosystem players,
from gas stations, car park
operators, to music streaming,
navigation, insurance
providers and new web
services

Further details can be found in
our IC article co-authored
between Gao Feng and Tech
Mahindra, “China Drives the
Future of Automotive
Innovation” – Oct, 2015, Bill
Russo, Aloke Palsikar

Source: Gao Feng analysis
Gao Feng Advisory Company
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6 major themes have emerged from our research
Themes
1

2

IoT as
Innovation
Frontier

§

The Internet of Things has become the next great battleground for automotive innovation,
driven by consumer expectations for ubiquitous connectivity

Digital
Disruption

§

Non-traditional players are disrupting the linear automotive value chain, providing
an asset-light, services-oriented means of serving mobility needs

§

Shifting power dynamics among players along the value chain, among both new
and traditional players; and understanding of roles needed in the new ecosystem

Business model
revolution

§

Traditional automotive value chain players must re-assess their business model and
approach following the entrance of new players

Future Car
Vision

§

Electrification, lightweight, energy efficiency and connected technologies
become the core & defining attributes of the future car

§

The automotive experience for users will be much more service-oriented, offering a
multitude of personalized and on-demand options

3
Power Shift
4
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Description

Personalized
and On-Demand
Services

Source: Press Research, Interviews, Gao Feng Analysis
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